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Extreme pCO2 Variability in 
a Macrotidal Eelgrass 
Meadow – Padilla Bay
Brooke Love, Colleen O’Brien, Doug Bulthuis, Nicole Burnett, Heath Bohlmann

Two reasons that we might 
care about pCO2 in eel grass 
meadows: 
Refugia – does meadow serve as an area of refuge?  (Ω)
Variability – characterization helps us understand the factors 
that drive it and how we might approach OA questions 
differently in the coastal ocean/nearshore.    
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Scotian Shelf – coastal pCO2 variability is moderate 
(tens of ppm)
Mixed macrophytes in 3 meters of water have 
high variability (hundreds of ppm) 
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Estuaries and Coasts
Variability of pH – Ploeg Channel: 
July 2012
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Padilla Bay may represent a 
local end member for diurnal 
variability and/or an 
important area of refuge.  
Extensive eel grass cover and shallow depth (especially at 
low tide) combine to make large modifications to water 
chemistry.  
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• Bayview and Ploeg stations are located in 
shallow water channels, on the edge of 
eelgrass beds and the Gong surface buoy is 
located in open water that is 20m deep.
• Covers over 11,000 acres of a shallow, 
intertidal embayment and is part of the 
Salish Sea. Contains 8,000 acres of two 
species eelgrass: Zostera Marina and the 
non-native species Zostera Japonica.
• Semi-diurnal tides with a range of up to 12 
feet during spring tides 
(Maps from www.padillabay.gov)
Methods
15 hour cycle during July 2013
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Tides dominated on this day
What is driving these changes?  
Used Padilla Bay NERR data sonde records to make a simple 
linear model that predicted pCO2 using PAR and water depth. 
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More to do
Additional (durafet) pH sensors
Additional discrete samples 
In Situ pCO2 sensor 
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Model Validation 
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